Founding Stones
A Novel of Cultural and Environmental Conflict

FOUNDING STONES: A NOVEL OF CULTURAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICT (Generation of Secrets Book 3)
is part coming of age, part political intrigue. Founding Stones questions
what it means to be a citizen of the world. Trouble simmers in a small
Pacific Northwest town when generations of secrets collide. Hannah,
the daughter of the largest berry farmer in the country, searches for her
voice after her twin sister dies of cancer. She jumps into the controversy
around immigrant workers at the farm, and naively causes further
problems.
Her boyfriend, Luis, forced to live without his deported family, seeks
his place within the American dream. His elderly friend, Joseph, an
undocumented immigrant from Russia, emerges from seclusion to
confront an old vendetta and protect his mushroom cure for cancer and
his prototype of a light silk-titanium airplane wing from outside forces.
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“...the author’s pithy writing helps retain a discernible tension
throughout the narrative...Striking characters populate a remarkable tale
blending mystery and suspense.”
--Kirkus Review
“...Rolnick’s...agricultural and community setting traces the actions and
mysteries appearing in a rural northwestern town, focusing on a few of
the town’s individuals and especially its farming and medical industries,
which are intertwined. This provides a unique angle to the piece... Main
characters each possess their own story arcs and intricacies...”
--Publisher’s Weekly

Abbe Rolnick grew up in Baltimore and experienced her first major cultural jolt at
age 15 when her family moved to Miami Beach, Florida. History came alive with her
exposure to Cuban culture. After attending Boston University, she lived in Puerto Rico,
where she owned a bookstore. River of Angels, flowing from her experiences there, is
the first novel in a series that continues with Color of Lies and Founding Stones. Abbe
resides with her husband Jim on twenty acres in Skagit Valley, Washington.
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